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EDITOR’S CORNER

When Fortune Knocks

hen Fortune knocks, open the door,' they
say. But why should one make fortune
"'W
knock by keeping the door shut?"
This is a question asked In "Caravan of Dreams,"
a collection of parables and sayings compiled by
author Idries Shah.
Most time-tested sayings such as this can either
be taken at face value or further examined. We
might ask, "Why have we made fortune knock by
keeping the door shut? How can we open the
door if we haven't recognized that it has been
closed? Can we even identify fortune when we see
it?"
David McMahon touched on this idea of closed
doors in the May/June 2020 issue of Furniture
World in the editorial feature, "New Front Doors
to Home Furnishings Retail." Those retailers who
shut down during the pandemic, he observed,
made a grave error. Read his follow-up article in
this edition where the topic is further developed
with a description of the process he calls customer journey management. Every customer inquiry
is an opportunity knocking. Unfortunately, David
suggests, even though physical doors may be
open, many furniture retailers turn other profitable
opportunities away.
Just as this pandemic has made it necessary for
furniture retailers to focus on closed doors that
hold back business, we've also seen closed doors
creaking under the strain of cultural, political and
economic dissatisfaction.
What I think we can agree on is that now is
the time for retailers and manufacturing brands
to reflect and adapt to fast-changing shopping
preferences, attitudes and sensitivities. It's worth
the time and effort to recognize closed doors and
work to ensure they remain open.
When fortune knocks, open the door—but don't
make fortune knock too hard.
Good Retailing,

Russell Bienenstock
Editorial Director/CEO
russ@furninfo.com
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RETAIL OPERATIONS

NEW FRONT DOORS
CUSTOMER JOURNEY MANAGEMENT

T

he new
front door
was not
invented
during the
pandemic;
however, it has
become critically
important for
furniture retailers
over the past few
months.

8

by David McMahon

COVID or not, it is well known
that the customer’s purchasing journey most often starts before going
into a physical location. In the
May/June issue of Furniture World
(www.furninfo.com/Authors/David_
McMahon/6) we characterized this
as the “New Front Door.”

Lead Traffic
Because consumers are spending
much more time in their homes,
many home furnishings retailers
have seen increases in lead traffic.
It comes from multiple sources,
including email, telephone, social
media, as well as text, chat, video,
website triggers and in-store traffic.
Some businesses have become hard
pressed to handle this increase due
to compromised human resources
and outdated processes. It is also
true that even before the crisis, furniture retailers were mostly not up to
the task of handling even a smaller
amount of non-physical customer
engagements properly. This retail
condition is not anyone’s fault. It is a
classic case of retailers doing things

the same way as always because
those things “kinda” worked.
Better management of all lead
traffic is a sizable opportunity in
retail. In this article I will discuss
the customer journey, challenges
retailers face, and explore ways
to better manage the process so
that Furniture World readers can
achieve higher sales volumes and
more satisfied customers.

Challenges
The challenge starts with the fact
that retailers use a variety of marketing methods to attract customers. These methods include traditional ads—for example, TV, print,
Facebook and Instagram—plus
search ads, email marketing, and
a variety of website plug-ins. Then,
when customers like what they see,
or are just “in-the-market,” they will
either transact online or attempt
to reach out to retailers using the
methods that they are most comfortable with. These include phone
calls, emails and text chats.
That all sounds great in theory,
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NEW FRONT DOORS
but there are common difficulties.
Retailers that rely to a large degree
on their brick and mortar business
generally do not have business models and processes in place to handle
non-physical customer leads. Their
processes are entirely built upon salespeople “taking an up” once shoppers
enter the building. Inquiries received
via retailers' “new front door” are not
counted as “real” leads and are even
seen as an interruption by some.
Even though leads received through
this "new front door" signal the start
of a customer's journey, and her
engagement with a retailer's marketing, these engagements are often
mismanaged. Here is an example of
a typical interaction:
• A prospect calls the retailer.
• The prospect hears an auto message asking them to press a number, or any staff member who is
free at that moment answers the
call.
• If the first person who talks to
the customer is not in “the sales
department” he or she places the
customer on hold while a salesperson is paged, or they try to muddle
their way though the call.
• Once a salesperson is located, the
prospect asks a question and then
receives a short answer from the
salesperson. There is little attempt
to understand the customer's situation. If the retail store is busy,
the salesperson cannot take the
necessary time to even record the
prospect’s name, contact method
or where they live.

ed. There is no possibility of follow
up. The store does not find out
what happened to the prospect—
if they visited the store or if they
made a purchase.

The same issues also occur with
email inquiries, chat, and text. The
main difference is that with written communications, stores often
respond with poor spelling and bad
grammar. Across the board there is a
lack of attention, qualifying, tracking
and follow up.

The Opportunity
If you agree that there is an opportunity to improve the way you handle
these kinds of customer inquiries,
look at your processes and people.
The first question to ask is "Exactly
what is it worth overall for your organization to improve your lead management process?"
Running through the numbers for a
store we will call XYZ Furniture, let’s

"Terms like digital sales,
person, internet salesperson and phone
operator understate
the importance of the
function and what retailers
are trying to accomplish."

• Call ended. The lead is not record-
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RETAIL OPERATIONS

“One hundred extra leads

in the store at a 70 person close rate and $2,000 average sale equals
$140,000 in sales per month or $1,680,000 per year in additional business."

assume:
• The typical close rate for XYZ
Furniture's physical store is 30
percent. (This usually varies
between 15-40 percent).
• The typical average sale for
XYZ Furniture's physical store is
$1,800. (This can range between
$500 and$5,000).

well-managed non-physical leads
range from 60-100 percent with
average sale increases of hundreds
of dollars. Extrapolating on the
opportunity of 100 leads per month
using these assumptions, the revised
calculations for sales growth using
the formula above can be calculat-

Change terminology.
Terms like digital salesperson, internet salesperson
and phone operator understate
the importance of the function
and what retailers are trying
to accomplish. My suggestion
is to reclassify them under the
banner of Customer Journey
Management or Customer
Lead Management. I have witnessed showroom salespeople
who believe that internet sales
are in direct competition to
their retail in-store sales. The
reality is that journey management done right supports revenue for the entire organization.

Monthly Leads x Close Rate
Increase x Average Sale
Increase x 12 months =
Annual Sales Opportunity

12

Any innovation starts with a new
way of thinking. The process of
organizational change needs to be
accepted. Here are some new ways
of thinking that can help you manage your customer journey to capitalize on incoming leads.

1.

Using the formula…

... we see that 100 extra leads
in the store is worth $54,000
per month or $648,000 per
year in extra sales (100 leads
x .3 close rate x $1,800 x 12
months).
However, if I stated that this
was the limit of the opportunity
of improved customer journey management, I would be
wrong. That's because better
lead management also produces
higher close rates and higher average sales. This has been proven over the past few months by
the many stores that operated via
appointment during and after physical shutdowns. Close rates from

Making it Happen

ed as follows:
One hundred extra leads in the
store at a 70 percent close rate
and $2,000 average sale equals
$140,000 in sales per month or
$1,680,000 per year in additional
business.

2.

Put one person in
charge.
Give them a title. The title might
be Director of Customer Journey,
Prospect Manager or Head Lead
Manager. If many people are
responsible for handling incoming (non-physical) leads, the real-
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RETAIL OPERATIONS

CUSTOMER JOURNEY MANAGEMENT
"From this data, you will
be able to see metrics
such as traffic by lead
type, revenue per lead,
sales by appointment
type, success rate of
lead managers and
sales associates."

operations have defined selling systems already in place for handling
in-store traffic. Processes should be
developed and put in place for nonphysical leads as well. Systems define
outcomes so, when defining your
lead management systems, consider
the best outcomes for nonphysical
leads. To me, that means converting
a high proportion of incoming leads
into sales of larger average tickets,
while at the same time delivering top
customer experiences. If you are on
board with this, you will want one of
the following four outcomes for an
incoming lead:
• An immediate sale
• An in-store appointment
scheduled with an associate

ity is that no one will ultimately be
responsible, therefore, fielding those
leads will be less systematic and less
effective.

3.

Define your systems and
processes. The best retail

Six Powerful
Retail-Focused Issues!
In-depth information that
helps home furnishings
retailers boost sales,
cut costs and identify
opportunities.

Subscribe at

www.furninfo.com
14

• An appointment scheduled
virtually
• An appointment scheduled in
the customer's home

Your systems and processes define
your sales funnel, much like natu-

ral gas being directed to homes.
Upon entering the funnel your leads
need to be managed in a defined
way. When they exit the funnel they
should move in a desired, organized
direction. This results in less waste.
“The gas does not spill.” Instead,
the flow is controlled and moved
along. Here is a summary of how
the lead process may work:
• Lead (calls, chats, emails, texts,
messages, web forms) enter the
funnel.
• Customer inquiries are answered
by the leads manager and/or
dedicated staff that reports to the
lead manager. If for some reason
the lead management staff is not
available, information can be
taken for a same-day response.
Lead managers and lead associates should be as knowledgeable
about your products and selling
systems as any other salesperson
in your organization. Designated
salespeople who normally handle
walk-in traffic can also take these
incoming leads provided they are
trained and monitored and follow
processes as directed by the lead
manager.
• Customer leads need to be managed in a uniform way, similar to
the following five common in-person retail selling systems steps.

i) Start a conversation. Start
with an approved greeting. Get
all their information including
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name, where they live and contact information for follow up.
ii) Understand the situation.
Ask the right questions and collect all the information necessary (pictures and video are
great).
iii) Propose
a
solution.
Solutions include an immediate
purchase, a scheduled in-store
appointment during the week, a
scheduled virtual appointment
or a scheduled appointment in
the customer's home. Note that
in-store appointments should
be transitioned from the lead
manager to a sales associate or
a designer of the sales manager's choosing. All appointments
should be hard-scheduled with
an accepted calendar invite!
iv) Conclude the sale. Get the
right merchandise and services

"Upon entering the funnel
your leads need to be
managed in a defined
way. When they exit the
funnel they should move
in a desired, organized
direction. This results in
less waste."

furnworld JULY 2020-4 no extra singles.indd 13

booked for the customer.
v) Follow up. Follow up with
the customer during the entire
process at scheduled touch
points.

4.

Be ready for in-store
or virtual appointments.
Appointments are similar in many
ways to making house calls in that
sales or design associate preparation is critical. Ensure that they
are prepared by having an understanding of the customer's situation
before the appointment. Have pictures, know how the room will be
used and by whom (pets, children,
number of people), ask about style/
color preferences, when the merchandise is desired (custom and
in stock), know budget and preference for financing (so approvals can
be processed), even create sample room plans in advance. Treat
in-store appointments as a VIP experience: think welcome package. Be
Ready for Success!

5.

Track the lead process.
Either use your ERP or a
CRM as the hub of your process.
This will enable task management
and a central place to store notes.
Control the pipeline of multiple
leads through this “funneling” process. You can use various methods
and platforms to communicate with
prospects, but the interactions and
tracking are best recorded in a central hub-like system. For example, if
a chat comes in, it is recorded in the
CRM or ERP hub. The appointment
and follow-up are also recorded
in the hub along with addition-

7/30/20 3:35 PM
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“Better lead management

also produces higher close rates and higher average sales. This has been proven
over the past few months by the many stores that operated via appointment."

al important information. Whether
subsequent follow up happens via
Facetime, in person, email, etc., all
notes need to be maintained. This is
a common work-in-process system.
On its most basic level, the management system should track: To Do
Tasks, Doing Tasks, and Done Tasks.
By following this process, the management and tracking of information become an engine for growth.
To generate a greater number
of appointments and make your
process as streamlined as possible,
I recommend using a web based
appointment system connected to
your website and other sites (e.g.,
Instagram). This enables customers to book appointments with the
desired sales associate at a time that
suits all parties. Your manager can
set the parameters of the available
slots for sales designer associates.
These systems help organize and
make better use of everyone’s time.

6.

Metrics. Establish metrics for
tracking the results of your
lead management actions so you
can achieve continuous improvement. Here are some metrics to
consider tracking:
a. Non-physical leads and source
b. Who the lead was assigned to
c. Leads with customer information
16

vs. no information
d. Leads that result in a remote
sale, an in-store appointment, a
virtual appointment, no sale or a
house call
e. Sales associate assigned to lead
via appointment
f. Results of appointments
From this data you will be able
to see metrics such as traffic by
lead type, revenue per lead, sales
by appointment type, success rate
of lead managers and sales associates. You will also get an overall
opinion of the value of managing
your customer's journey—starting
with the real front door.

Conclusion
With any new process there are
always people who say “What if
this happens?” or “That won’t work
because of…” I say, there are exceptions to everything. Don’t create
your standard operating processes
around exceptions. Don’t hurt your
future by holding on to the past.
Move toward where you want to go.
You will have a much better chance
of getting there.
It is a fact that customers engage

with businesses prior to showing
up physically. This was true before
COVID, it has been greatly expanded by COVID and it will continue
to be the norm after COVID. My
advice is to constantly improve upon
systems and processes for managing
your customer's journey and ask the
question: “How am I going to better
manage leads though my pipeline
and into my funnel?” For my part,
I will continue to develop systems
and processes for our industry and
report my findings and suggestions
in follow-up articles for Furniture
World to help you maximize your
potential and your customers' experience.
About David McMahon: David
McMahon helps retailers grow
sales, profitability, and cash flow. He
directs industry performance groups
for owners, sales managers and
operations managers. He also operates PerformNOW, Inc., a performance consulting and accounting
firm for home furnishings retailers.
For more information or to connect with David, visit david@performnow.net, https://www.linkedin.
com/in/davidwmcmahon or https://
performnow.net. See all of hia articles at www.furninfo.com/Authors/
David_McMahon/6.
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DESIGN & DESIGNER SERIES

What Shoppers Want

F

ashion Snoops'
Jaye Anna
Mize explains
how a shift in
consumer values
is likely to affect
how and what
they buy for the
fall selling season
and into 2021.

The last time Furniture World
checked in with Jaye Anna Mize it
was business as usual at Fashion
Snoops. Zipping around the world,
visiting shows, studying consumer
behavior, culture and lifestyles are
the norm at Fashion Snoops to help
manufacturers and retailers create
“smarter solutions for their product
18

INTERVIEW WITH JAYE ANNA MIZE

development needs." We asked her
how that has changed.
“We’ve shifted our thinking away
from two-year projections," she
replied, "and made them a lot more
actionable for doing business right
now. That’s because our clients
need to rethink production and
buying issues due to changes in
consumer values resulting from the
pandemic."

Less Quantity - More Quality
"Recent events have made consumers a lot more aware of their
impact on the world, from an
eco-perspective," she explained.
"Since people shopped less over
the past three months, they had
time to clean out, assess their needs
and start to redesign. Before that,
Americans had been in a nasty cycle
of buying really cheap things, then
throwing them away without regard.
People are redoing their homes
right now. We've seen enormous
shifts toward outdoor living spaces.
The biggest sales are going towards
outdoor with the goal of having
indoor-outdoor living situations that
allow people to stay at home while
enjoying nature. Plant sales have
soared this season.
"When asked if this trend will
continue, Mize noted that "From a

wider perspective Fashion Snoops is
tracking a shift in consumer values.
There’s been a trend away from purchasing cheap clothes and toward
loungewear that’s still appropriate
for work when you're on a Zoom
call. Less quantity and more quality.
People had time to declutter their
homes—especially during the first
two months when they were stuck at
home. They needed to make space
for working and studying. They had
to clean out their closets and get rid
of excess stuff they had purchased
over the years."

Styled Home Offices
"Most people had to scramble to
figure out how to set up home office
spaces. Home office sales, obviously, went wild. Going forward, people
who don’t need to spend every day
at a corporate office will continue
to re-shift their work-life balance to
create more flexibility, family and
discretionary time. Now that people know that they can effectively
perform the majority of their work
duties at home I believe this trend
will continue.
"One of the more obvious results
of the pandemic from a furnishings perspective is a need for flexible home office furnishings, staged
settings for zoom meetings and
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What Shoppers Want
multi-function items. Furniture World
asked Jaye if she thinks this demand
will continue.
“Demand will be there for highly
stylized home office furnishings that
address personal preferences." She
replied. "For a really long time we
were stuck in style categories such
as Shabby Chic and Coastal. These
were trended molds that people
identified with and adhered to. Now
consumers want to mix whatever they
like.
“Every single retailer should be
upping their home office game 100
percent. I’ve done a lot of digging
and there aren’t a lot of really amazing desk solutions out there.
“Retailers should be looking for
flexible working spaces and sitting/
standing desks that don’t clunkily go
up and down. Chairs for a home
office need to be both comfortable

and cute. So there's a lot of opportunity for furniture brands to create
home office chairs that are stylish.
Similarly, there’s a lot of room for
retailers to work on creative displays.
Shoppers will be looking for ideas
from a visual merchandising perspective with options for home office
and learning areas for kids since
home schooling is not going away
any time soon.
“Instead of just displaying a basic
desk and chair, think about creating smart office spaces that include
shelving and organizational systems
that inspire customers to imagine
how this area might be used in their
homes."

Safe, Sustainable, Responsible
“We anticipate the recent focus
on safety in the home will contin-

ue. People will be thinking about
and investing in touchless applications such as Delta and Panasonic
voice-activated systems, touchless
keypads and lighting. Even those
consumers who haven’t embraced
social distancing and wearing masks
in public throughout the pandemic
will be more aware how diseases are
transmitted. This will fuel an uptick of
sales in this area.
“They will be looking for antimicrobial fabrics and home furnishings
that are more sustainably focused.
They will want to know where the
products they purchase are made as
well. Was the item they are considering for purchase made for a subsistence wage in a third-world country?"

Emotional Awareness
"It’s interesting to see the data on
how consumers’ value systems are
changing to include more emotional

“Demand will
be there for
highly stylized
home office
furnishings that
address personal
preferences."

"Consumers will be less

HOME OFFICE
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FEWER—BETTER
"There is a feeling among consumers
that less is more, so they are looking for
higher quality items. That’s especially
true right now for home furnishings."

awareness.
“Increasingly, especially younger
consumers are on the lookout for
inclusivity within the retail stores
they frequent. They want to know
the stories behind the brands they
see in stores. And, they want to feel
good about the store itself. Is there
‘enough’ racial equality for them to
continue to shop there? Home furnishings companies need a plan for
pushing forward with diversity. It's an
important part of brand stories that
can make younger consumers be
comfortable, maybe even passionate about spending their money.
“We have to admit that as an
industry, we are pretty well stacked
with white males at the top of the
food chain. Diversity has become a
much more important consideration
in the hiring process."

Fewer, Better Things
“People will want fewer, better
things which ties in with the sustainability crisis. There is a feeling
among consumers that less is more,
so they are looking for higher quality items. That’s especially true right
now for home furnishings.
“They will be more focused on
purchasing items that have an emotional pull. These purchases will
be personality driven and speak to

developing an overall aesthetic. This
is exciting in the sense that people
are going to buy items that are more
valuable to them, have more of a
backstory, will last longer and be
more sustainable. Consumers will
be less inclined to flip accessories
out to achieve fresh looks. Instead,
they will look to purchase furnishings that are pricier and promise
lasting quality."

Other Opportunities
Furniture Word asked if Fashion
Snoops sees any unexpected opportunities out there for retailers.
“Yes," she replied. "One of the
biggest surprises we saw over the
past few months was a big increase
in pet adoptions. I know that sounds
crazy, but as people went into isolation, pet adoption rates soared.
Animal shelters ran out of pets and
it seemed like everybody walking
around New York City had a new
dog to deal with the loneliness. This
has created a huge market share
opportunity. Devoting additional
floor space to pet furniture will be
a smart move. Think pet houses
that match their owners’ homes,
plus cozy pet bed options, toys and
accessories.
“Another market we’ve been following at Fashion Snoops that's real-

ly taken off is games and gaming—
the screen-free variety. Everything
from puzzles to board games have
really flown off the shelves because
people have wanted to digitally
detox."

Big Disconnect at Retail
Mize says there will be supply
chain difficulties and a disconnect
between what consumers want to
buy and what retailers will be able
to deliver. "There was initially a huge
gap in production from China which
came back pretty quickly. Some

"Devoting additional floor
space to pet furniture
will be a smart move.
Think pet houses that
match their owners’
homes, plus cozy pet
bed options, toys and
accessories."
July/August 2020
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DIY & HOLIDAY
consumers don't want to invest in
Chinese products right now. India
on the other hand is going through
a crisis. That’s a problem for the
home furnishings industry since the
majority of our textiles are made
there. There is going to be a lag in
sourcing fabrics for furniture applications.
"What we will see going forward
is a disconnect between what consumers want to buy and the ability of
retailers to source products to meet
those needs. Over the past three
months Fashion Snoops has been

"What we will see going
forward is a disconnect
between what consumers
want to buy and the
ability of retailers to
source products to meet
those needs."
22

working with retailers to help them
figure out their assortment priorities.
Especially how they should be looking at business for the fall."

to be more basic. That fits in with
what we discussed earlier about the
shifts in consumers' mindsets toward
a less-is-more mentality."

Uptick in DIY Items

About Fashion Snoops (FS): FS is
a global trend forecasting agency
that helps companies harness future
trends. Merging research and IT, the
company provides a collaborative
trend platform for creatives - a onestop-shop to explore new trends,
create and share new concepts.

"Our best guess is that seasonally
we're going to be hit hard due to
supply chain issues, so we will see a
huge uptick in DIY items. People are
going to want to do it themselves—
to create their own kind of holidays.
They will be making more thoughtful
purchases versus just giving a bunch
of gift cards.
"We’ve had to help retailers create
a structure to adapt to this probable
reality."

Holiday Buying
“I don't think we'll see as many
themes, trends, or redundant products for the holidays this year. And,
since shoppers won't have as much
family come to visit, retailers probably won't need to go over-the-top in
terms of display the way we've seen
over the past two seasons. It's going

About Jaye Anna Mize: Jaye is
Vice President of Creative - Home
Interiors + Design Division for the
trend-forecasting agency, Fashion
Snoops. With a passion for trend
psychology, technology and design,
Jaye has branched across fashion
into home interiors through her
development in trend forecasting
over the past 15 years. Working
with major brands worldwide, Jaye
spends her time covering international events and analyzing key cultural influencers within the home &
interior markets to produce macro
and micro projections. She is skilled
in understanding consumer behavior
and how that connects to product
and brand development, lifestyle
forecasting, and retail strategies.
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DARVIN FURNITURE & MATTRESS
CELEBRATES 100 YEARS

T

hree
generations
have built
this top100 single-store
operation into
Chicagoland’s
largest furniture
& mattress store.

by Russell Bienenstock

When Louis Darvin started his business selling furniture door-to-door
from catalog pictures in 1920, the
carnage of World War 1 and the
tragedy of a world-wide pandemic
were recent and painful memories.
The 18th Amendment had been ratified in 1919 banning the production,
importation, transportation and sale
of alcoholic beverages and the economy was in recession. Times were
tough.
Through hard work and perseverance Louis became known as a
furniture expert, offering high-quality
furniture at low prices. His customer
base grew through the boom times of
the 1920s and he persevered during
the Great Depression.
Business was starting to look more
promising in 1939 when Louis’ son
David entered the business. Father
and son opened a 5,000-square-foot
store in the West Pullman neighborhood located on the far south side of
Chicago.

Marty and Steve Darvin
Experiencing success, Darvin
Furniture moved to a 50,000 sq-ft
showroom in Chicago in 1962.
That’s about the time the third generation Darvins, Steve and Marty, were
24

first exposed to the family business.
Under the watchful eye of their father
David, the two worked throughout the
store, learning every aspect of retail.
In 1969, Marty Darvin was the
first of David’s sons to officially join
the family business. Then, following
his service in the U.S. Navy, Steve
Darvin came onboard. The brothers
soon opened a second location in
Matteson, a south suburb of Chicago.
David Darvin retired in 1987 leaving Steve and Marty to take over the
reins of the business. In 1980, Darvin
Furniture consolidated operations to

“Taking care to put the
right shoppers and
salesperson together
for appointments
makes shopping here
a more enjoyable and
a more professional
experience." Will Harris, President
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a single location in Orland Park,
Illinois, 25 miles south of Chicago.
“Our father, David Darvin, taught
us to run the business with an unwavering attention to providing our customers with a great shopping experience and to always remain close to
our family of employees,” said Marty
Darvin. "Our employees are really
part of our family. It has always been
that way and we know that in order
to ensure a true Darvin experience,
we have to have employees who
care enough to provide that effort
every day in the showroom and
behind the scenes in the office,” he
concluded.
“Our relationship with our vendors
and business partners has always
played a huge part as well in our

After selling furniture door-to-door from
catalog pictures in the 1920s, Darvin's
founder Louis Darvin (pictured) moved to a
5,000 square foot store in Chicago's West
Pullman neighborhood (bottom right). In
the 1940s he moved to a 25,000 square
foot location (left).

ability to offer the quality and value
Darvin is known for,” added Steve
Darvin. “Right after World War II,
there were governmental limits and
restrictions put on the availability of
merchandise. However, these didn’t
hit our customers too hard because
we always paid our bills on time and
ended up receiving full access to
merchandise because of that commitment to our vendors.”

Rapid Growth
From 1980 through the mid1990s, Darvin Furniture underwent
four expansions, each one increasing the size of the store’s capacity to showcase more furniture and
accommodate additional business
operations. In 1996, Darvin landed
on the Top-100 list of US furniture
retailers and has remained there
for the past 24 years, one of only a
handful of single-location furniture

retailers in the top-100.
In 2000, Darvin Furniture opened
a 218,000-square-foot Distribution
Center in Mokena, Illinois, located
just minutes south of the Orland Park
showroom. Additional expansions
to the campus included a mattress
store in 2009, a 35,000-square-foot
Clearance & Outlet Center in 2015
and a Rug Gallery.
One hundred years since its founding, Darvin Furniture & Mattress
encompasses 13 acres in Orland
Park, making it Chicagoland's largest furniture and mattress store.
“A lot of people have asked about
Darvin having just one location.
We have customers who travel from
Indiana, Wisconsin and from all
around Chicagoland to shop with
us,” said Steve Darvin. “With our
Orland Park store, we really have
everything in one place, including
our interior design consultant services, our mattress store, Clearance
and Outlet Center and one of the
largest furniture store-based rug galleries in the Midwest.”
Looking back, Steve Darvin reflected, “While we have experienced
many changes in 10 decades,
including five different locations
during those 100 years, one thing
has always remained a constant.
Our commitment to running Darvin
Furniture has always been anchored
by a heightened focus on integrity."

COVID-19 & New Leadership
Integrity was a big consideration
in January 2020, when Marty and
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Steve decided to step back from
day-to-day operations a bit. They
chose Will Harris, a fourth-generation veteran of Harris Family
Furniture to lead Darvin Furniture &
Mattress as president. Will's LinkedIn
profile describes him as “A leader
by example, who strives for constant transparency, he is driven by
achievement that comes from inspiring every employee, at every level,
to create the very best possible
Darvin experience. With a focus on
behavior – not just outcomes – he
brings the spirit of the family-owned
commitment and a proven track
record of success to the daily Darvin
operation.”
Marty and Steve looked to Harris
in part because he understands
first-hand the importance of family-owned furniture businesses. “We
have always remained focused on
our family-owned principles in order
to earn the trust and confidence of
customers,” observed Steve Darvin.

Leadership & The Pandemic
Furniture World asked Harris to
comment on what has sustained
Darvin Furniture & Mattress through
the past 100 years.
“It may sound a little bit cliché,”
he observed, “but teamwork is the
first word that comes to mind when
I think of Darvin. Our people build
bridges to each other, the different
departments work together towards
the realization of common goals
and ideals. It’s a very exciting place
to work.
“We have one of the best leadership teams in the industry; very experienced and professional, willing to
change and grow. The attitude and
acceptance towards change separates Darvin from a lot of other
companies. I’ve been here for a relatively short time but have a strong
feeling that as we emerge from this
pandemic, there’s nothing that we
can’t accomplish."

Commenting on recent events
related to COVID-19, Harris
recounted a defining moment for
the store. “One of the initiatives we
are most proud of was the establishment of a critical care call center
sales hotline during the pandemic.
People in the communities we serve

"One hundred years
since its founding,
Darvin Furniture &
Mattress encompasses
13 acres in Orland Park,
making it Chicagoland's
largest furniture and
mattress store."
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“One of the initiatives

we are most proud of was the establishment of a critical care call center
sales hotline during the pandemic." -Will Harris

called to get items such as lift chairs,
adjustable beds or any other essential furniture items.
“We believe that it was a mistake
to classify furniture businesses as

Pictured are Steve and Marty Darvin (left
to right) along with interior views of the
Orland Park store. The duo says an
environment of integrity has worked to
create generations of loyal customers.

non-essential and close them down.
Our industry didn’t do a good job
of explaining to government officials
that furniture is an essential item—
integral to their lifestyles. Families
who had recently moved into our
trading area needed mattresses for
their kids to sleep, plus furnishings
to sit on and eat. People who had
to work from home needed workspaces, and students needed places
to study.
“The group of salespeople who

worked on the critical needs call
center sales hotline really believed
in the value of what they were doing
for their fellow human beings. They
worked extra hard to return phone
calls, set up meetings on Zoom and
Facetime. Most of our store lights
were turned off and the doors were
locked, but even so it was a great
experience for Darvin."

Advertising
“Given the fact that the
store was closed, advertising
expenditures were at about 10
percent, so we primarily used
video and digital to drive our
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business. Most of it was produced
internally giving us an opportunity
to go back to our roots, explore
guerrilla marketing and drive business our way. We let our well-known
100-year-old brand shine through
and had some fun from a marketing
perspective. We also purchased a
fair amount of TV advertising shot
with our own cameras featuring me
as the spokesperson with the help of
some of Darvin’s salespeople."

Darvin’s Magic Sauce
“One interesting lesson we learned
from the COVID-19 experience
was the value of taking appointments. They’ve become a big part
of Darvin’s sales culture. There were
other interesting things that happened as well. Just about every
department became more efficient.
We had time to work on some very
nice improvements and changes
store-wide. Every successful retailer
has its magic sauce. It’s something
you can’t fake. An important ingredient in Darvin’s magic sauce is its
wonderful merchandising team that
worked throughout the pandemic
to make store vignettes even more
beautiful. And perhaps the most
important ingredient are team members—the people who interact with
customers—who look forward to
coming to work every day and-thrive

furnworld JULY 2020-4 no extra singles.indd 28

by embracing change and overcoming challenges. I think that’s really
what drives the bus.”

Family Values
Furniture World asked Harris to
comment on what retailers—especially family furniture businesses
need to be thinking about right now.
“Companies like ours need to
periodically redefine and reinterpret goals and core values to keep
current with the changing needs of
our customers and communities,"
Harris replied. "Many family-owned
furniture retailers have had years
to perfect their magic sauce, but
multi-generational companies need
to accept the fact that not everything
they currently do is perfect.
“For continued success, historically successful behaviors and
processes need to become better,
more customer and team member
focused. Leadership must be willing
to change and be able explain the
necessity for change to every member of the team.” Harris says communication is key. “Everyone who
works at a furniture store should
feel like they are an important part
of the business. From a leadership
perspective it is really important
to let team members know where
the company is, where you want

it to go, what challenges they can
expect, what team member roles
and responsibilities are, how they
will be evaluated, and to thank them
for their participation. Don’t just tell
them what their duties are. Instead
explain your expectations for how
they should perform those duties.”
That gives individual team members
an increased opportunity to become
successful."

What Might Retailers Do
Many family-owned retailers have
been struggling in this new business
environment. Furniture World asked
Harris if he had any advice: what
should they do to get up to speed
and thrive going forward?
“That’s a big question,” observed
Harris, “but my advice for managers in family businesses is first of
all to make a mental choice not
to become overwhelmed. Take a
breath and make a list of the three
most important areas that need
attention. Address them individually, then put your attention on three
more.
"The Darvin operation is in great
shape, but this isn’t the case for
some family-owned operations
where so many important projects
have been left undone.
Here at Darvin, we set goals for
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In 1960, Darvin Furniture moved to a 50,000 sq-ft showroom on Halsted Ave. in Chicago
and David’s sons Steve and Marty begin working in the family business. Pictured above (left
to right) is David Darvin with his sons Marty and Steve.

projects we expect to be completed, for example, in June, July and
August. Specifying a time frame
helps managers to plan their weeks
and not let important projects drag
on forever.
“Sometimes extra help needs to
be brought in but what really helps
from a leadership perspective is
making time to network with other
furniture retailers and the wider business community. Retailers often feel
like they should be in their stores,
selling furniture instead of attending
conferences or networking events.
But in reality they miss super-important opportunities to gather new
ideas and meet suppliers who can
help bring retail operations to the
next level.
“Another opportunity for any furniture retailer as the economy opens
up further is to actively recruit. There
are people out there who are avail32

able and can help build teams and
companies. Now is the perfect time
to build for the future.”

Shopping Behavior
“Right now at Darvin we are seeing more families shopping together, which is nice. They are showing
enthusiasm for their homes and
making joint decisions. Whole families are coming out together as an
adventure. We’re happy to receive
them that way and hope it lasts.
Darvin Furniture and Mattress is a
compelling store, a place where
people can have fun as well as make
their purchases. It’s not your typical
shopping experience. Our showroom galleries are nicely vignetted
so shoppers can envision how they
might want their homes to look.
“We work hard to match the right

"Retailers often feel
like they should be in
their stores selling
furniture instead of
attending conferences
or networking events.
But in reality they
miss super-important
opportunities to gather
new ideas and meet
suppliers who can help
bring retail operations to
the next level." Will Harris
salesperson to each customer who
comes in for an appointment. This
seems like a rudimentary idea, but
taking care to put the right shoppers and salesperson together for
appointments makes shopping here
a more enjoyable and a more professional experience. The process
for doing this depends on how the
appointment is made and is based
on industry experience, getting to
know the customer as well as salespeople. And, having team members
who look forward to coming into
work makes doing this possible.”
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ADVERTISING
WHAT'S WORKING AT RETAIL

A

dvertising
specialists
weigh in
on what's
working right
now to make
customers
comfortable,
generate
inquiries and
increase store
traffic.

by Russell Bienenstock

It’s possible that there has never
been a more uncertain time for
home furnishings retail advertisers.
There are many questions and so few
definitive answers. The pandemic has
affected the incomes and fortunes of
furniture shoppers unevenly. Supply
chains have been compromised and
the Black Lives Matter movement has
expanded to redefine what is acceptable in terms of messaging.
That’s why Furniture World initiated
this new series on retail advertising
that looks at where we are going as
an industry in terms of messaging
and media. In this first installment
we interviewed Kim, Bob and Robert
Lietz of ACA, an advertising agency
specializing in TV and radio production for furniture retailers. Also,
Marianne Fey of Banker & Brisebois,
a company that helps smaller and
medium sized furniture retailers with
marketing support solutions, typically
in the area of print, social media,
websites and digital media.

Advice From ACA
During the crisis we advised our
clients to continue to advertise even
though they weren't open,” recalled
Bob Lietz, ACA’s president. “That way
their brands would be top of mind
with shoppers when reopening start34

ed, and frontrunners in the industry. Some didn't take that advice,
clammed up and did nothing. The
result was that their sales were markedly lower than the first group.
“Even though retailers cut back
on their ad budgets, we encouraged them to keep spending on TV
because spot rates were almost a
giveaway with some stations. Stores
that did advertise, ironically, once
they opened up in a limited way with
customer pick-up had record sales
months because nobody else was
advertising.”
“When stores were beginning
to open," added Robert Lietz, Vice
President, “it was important for furniture stores to have messaging in
place to let customers know about
limited hours, appointment shop-

"Over the Fourth of July,
those retailers who kept
on the same course
with traditional advertising
had a record-breaking
Fourth of July." -Bob Lietz
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“Furniture stores should continue

to communicate what they are doing to make shopping easy. When customers visit
stores, they need to put social distancing and cleaning visibly on display." -Kim Lietz

ping, special hours for seniors and
other high-risk shoppers. The most
important message was to let customers know that stores were back
open and ready to do business.”
“And, our client’s messages
became nicer and kinder, with a
warmer feeling that was much less
promotional. That trend is continuing,” noted Kim Lietz, Vice President.
“It’s a focus on the home and sleeping well. Value is always important,
but saving 50 or 70 percent has
become less of an issue. People
shopped where they felt comfortable, and at stores they could count
on to be fair.”
“That’s true,” said Robert. “We
saw kinder messaging from stores
that had to close completely. It
reminded customers that these
stores were trusted members of their
communities, job providers and
had been doing business locally for
many years, including other difficult

times. ACA is a full-service agency,"
he added, "Print was obviously cut,
but we advised retailers to keep
broadcast and cable budgets going
and where possible roll money into
other types of video marketing like
OTT, pre-roll or digital marketing.
That made sense because people
were watching a ton of TV and were
on their phones for hours.
“Some retailers became very creative using Facetime to ‘walk’ clients through stores which helped
increase sales quite a bit. Some
did Facebook live events featuring
warehouse merchandise or scratch
and dent—just for an excuse to stay
top-of-mind with consumers to keep
people active on their Facebook
pages and websites. I was surprised
at the number of people that tuned
in and interacted with retailers.
“Aside from the fact that business
has rebounded, another surprise
is that there has been an interest

in higher-ticketed items. To take
advantage of this trend in some
instances we’ve produced product-specific spots for categories like
motion, mattresses, Amish and bedroom furniture.”
On the topic of surprises, Kim Lietz
observed “how well appointments
have worked. Most of our stores
that saw customers by appointment
found that this way of doing business
really worked. People bought multiple items and rooms full of furniture.
So, stores that kept advertising and
made it easy for customers to shop
by appointment or from home had
good results.

Pictured below are messages created for
TV and video marketing for clients of ACA,
focusing on helping shoppers feel more
comfortable shopping for furniture. ©2020
ACA Inc., all rights reserved.

SAFETY MESSAGING
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"Don’t talk about COVID-19. Retailers
need to move forward and put those
messages in the past." -Bob Lietz

REOPENING & SOCIAL MEDIA MESSAGING
Longer Term Ad Plans
Talking longer-term, Bob Lietz
said, “I know everybody in the agency business is going to be offering
sage advice between now and the
end of the year. But to be honest,
we suggest that home furnishings
retailers stay the course.
“Our clients whose stores were
open for Memorial Day went back
to the traditional way of advertising
using broadcast TV and digital.
Also, a little print because they
didn't have time to prep for it due to
uncertainty about opening.
“The result was that almost all
of them broke records and had
their biggest Memorial Days ever.
Over the Fourth of July, those retailers who kept on the same course
with traditional advertising had a
record-breaking Fourth of July. With
those two holidays behind us, it
makes sense to stay the course with
plans that retailers had at the beginning of the year.
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“We have a solid grasp of what’s
happening out there because we
work with about 125 clients in the
US and Canada—from top-100
retailers to single-store mom & pop
stores.”

Pictured above are screen shot messages
created for TV and video marketing for
clients of ACA, focused on reopening and
social media promotion. ©2020 ACA Inc.,
all rights reserved.

cleaning visibly on display.“

Holiday Advertising
When asked what is likely to happen with regard to holiday advertising, Kim thinks that “furniture stores
will be well served by increasing their
branding a little bit more and continue messaging about staying safe
through the end of the year. Issues
with the pandemic are not going to
be over for a long time. Messaging
that communicates that stores are a
safe place to shop is certainly going
to be important through the end of
the year.
“Furniture retailers should continue to communicate what they
are doing to make shopping easy.
When customers visit stores, they
need to put social distancing and

Challenging Decisions
“Given what’s going on in the
country right now we think retailers
should think,” advised Bob, “about
possible challenges for Columbus
Day advertising. It could be controversial right now. And we also have
some stores that are considering not
running Black Friday sales. Black
Friday is a positive thing if you're
in business, but not everyone really
knows what the term Black Friday
means. Put some consideration into
your advertising messages during
these times. Be careful not to step
on any toes or embarrass your
store. Stay away from the hard sell.
This is not a time to scream SALE at
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Print ads used by clients of Banker & Brisebois were designed to accommodate
shoppers' needs for comfortable ways to shop during the pandemic. ©2020
Banker & Brisebois.

consumers. And, don’t talk about
COVID-19. Retailers need to move
forward and put those messages in
the past. Everybody's tired of hearing about it and looking for positive
things in their future."

are back open. They are conducting events and seeing strong sales.
Certain approaches we suggested
before COVID-19 hit have had to
be adjusted. Obviously, we're not
advising retailers to promote with
any big bash, short-term events to
attract a crowd. Most customers
won’t be comfortable doing that
and it’s not a responsible thing for
retailers to do. So, we’ve suggested extending the length of holiday
events."

More Personal Selling

BANKER & BRISEBOIS' VIEW
Continuing our conversation
about advertising, Furniture World
asked Marianne Fey, president of
Banker & Brisebois, for her advice
on what furniture and bedding
retailers should be doing in the current retail environment. “Compared
to the first couple of months of
the pandemic,” she replied, “July
looks promising. Our clients’ doors
38

"We’ve also encouraged retailers
to consider more personal selling
approaches. Some shoppers are
ultra-cautious and others less so.
Retailers need to make sure that
they accommodate whatever makes
their customers feel comfortable.
That might mean private appointments or a virtual appointment over
FaceTime that includes a ‘walkthrough’ of the showroom.

“Clients have used Facebook Live
events to showcase new product
lines and have set up YouTube
channels for demonstration videos.
All these options are now on the
table. When shoppers can get information through virtual channels they
feel more comfortable coming into
the store for a private appointment
because they know what they want

"Send messages about
community, confidence,
value, affordability
through financing, and
comfort. It isn’t about
dropping prices lower
to buy market share."
- Marianne Fey
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to see and can spend less time in
the store."

Step Up On Social Media
On the topic of differentiating
store messages, Marianne suggests that retailers should continue
to step up and get more active on
their social media channels.
"They need to keep their Google
My Business pages updated so
shoppers know that they are open
and ready to conduct business.
Google My Business pages are
where almost every shopper lands
when they want to check a website to get business hours and
other information. If a retailer has

appointment-only personal selling
hours, this information needs to
be communicated through social
media channels and Google My
Business, then pushed out through

"The biggest mistake
we are seeing is that
retailers aren't
communicating clearly
to answer basic
questions." - Marianne Fey

persistent earned media.
"For small and medium size
retailers it’s extremely important
to be present in their virtual community, to let customers know that
they are available to help with
their furniture needs.
"The biggest mistake we are
seeing is that retailers aren't communicating clearly the answers
to the following basic questions.
What is going on in their business? When are they open? How
are they delivering product? How
have they changed the ways they
do business to accommodate their
customers’ lives and shopping
preferences? How can they help
customers get the furniture they
want, the way that they want to

NEED-BASED MESSAGING
40
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Print ad ©2020 Banker & Brisebois

COMFORTABLE HOME MESSAGING
get it?
“What’s holding them back? A lot
of smaller retailers have been overwhelmed by the challenge of just
staying in business,” she explains.
“Now that business is coming back
they need to put marketing at the
top of their to-do lists.“
Marianne says that now may be a
great time for many retailers to be
more aggressive in claiming shoppers’ attention. “Not necessarily with
just low prices,” she observes, “or
short term events. Instead, send
messages about community, confidence, value, comfort, and affordability through financing. It isn’t
about dropping prices lower to buy
market share. Right now, it’s about
earning trust as a retailer and as a
brand.
“Some retailers are sending out
personal video messages via email.
It’s a great way to connect and in
this environment, using technology
to enhance personal selling can be
highly effective, especially for small
to mid-sized furniture dealers.
"Many smaller retailers don’t have
product catalogs on their websites.
Others desperately need to update
what they have. Even if these retailers are not doing e-commerce right
now, customers want to know what
retailers have in inventory. It’s an
easy way for them to pre-shop
before they have to enter a store. In
the absence of this, many shoppers
may not consider calling or visiting
a store. Here at B&B we're getting
ready to launch technology platforms that will help retailers create
affordable video content and keep
an updated product catalog on their
40

website."

Holiday Shopping
When asked about the
holiday shopping season,
Marianne predicts, “The
holidays will look different,
for example, this year there may not
be a football season, or much home
entertaining which is always a cause
for furniture purchasing. Everyone
is thinking through the upcoming
holiday season and the Black Friday
period.
"Traditionally, for retailers, Black
Friday was the time of the year when,
because of extra sales between
Thanksgiving and Christmas, they
crossed over from being ‘in the red’
to being profitable or 'in the black'
for the year. That’s where the term
comes from. This year we are working with our clients to re-imagine
what Black Friday will become."

Conclusion
"The positive news for the furniture
industry is that we are in a good
position compared to so many other
industries. Opportunities for smart
retail marketers have arisen because
COVID-19 has caused people to
think more about their home environments. People are thinking about
redesigning their homes to adapt to
the current situation—like a cocoon,
as an office, a school and so many
other things."
About Marianne Fey: Fey is
President and CEO of Banker &

Brisebois, a 108-year-old, Michiganbased company specializing in furniture marketing, which she acquired
in February 2019 from longtime
owner Harry Gilmore. For the entirety of her career, Marianne has
worked passionately in the retail
marketing industry to support retailers individually, as members of marketing groups, and with their home
office manufacturers with affordable,
high-quality marketing programs.
Communications can be directed to
her at https://bankerbrisebois.com
or call 248.519.9200.
About Bob, Kim and Robert Lietz:
With an extensive sales and marketing background, ACA President
Bob Lietz has seen a thing or two,
but he’s always looking forward,
thinking ahead in the ever-changing
world of retail marketing. Bob, along
with Vice President Kim Lietz, who
also comes from a strong marketing
background, are husband and wife
partners who’ve helped build ACA
into the successful company it is
today. Their son Robert, Executive
Vice President, joined the company
in 2009. Robert is expanding ACA
and its creative endeavors in the
world of digital, content marketing
and new mediums for video marketing. For more information about this
article or ACA visit www.4ACA.com
or call 800.882.8588.
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MOTIVATE YOUR
RETAIL SALES ASSOCIATES

W

ays to
keep
your
sales
staff motivated
and focused even
during those slow
and boring times,
especially in
retail bedding
departments.

44

by David Benbow

How do Retail Sales Associates
(RSA) get motivated and stay motivated? We all know how much
down time there can be in retail
bedding departments. On slow
days RSAs may sit in a store for
hours on end without seeing a single “up.” By mid day they feel tired
and sluggish. Their right foot falls
asleep and they just took their first
bite of a hot lunch. The last thing
they are up for is someone coming
in to “get ideas.”
And, that is what we are going to
discuss in this article. How do retail
salespeople shake off the lethargy
of a painfully slow day and greet
every new up as if Melinda Gates
stopped in to purchase a complete
house full of furniture?
So, who or what is the motivator?
As I see it, the responsibility for
keeping yourself (if you are the RSA)
or your salespeople (if you are the
sales manager) motivated needs to
be approached from two different
points of view. First, what does the
RSA do to stay focused for “ups?”
Second, what does sales management do to keep RSAs prepped and
ready?

Keeping Them Motivated
Bedding retail sales floors can
range from a single mattress store
in a small strip mall to mega-customer super-stores with a specialty
mattress store within a bigger store.
Should you approach motivating
your RSAs the same, no matter what
size the showroom floor looks like?
For the most part, I would say yes,
with a few possible exceptions.
So, what motivates retail salespeople? What should sales managers know and do to get their RSAs
motivated?

1.

PAY
The primary motivation for
people to go to work is to get paid.
As I have noted in previous articles,
furniture and bedding salespeople,
on average, are NOT among the
highest paid workers. Pay incentives
do vary from store to store. The
better salespeople will eventually
migrate to the stores that (they
believe) pay higher wages. So, store
owners/managers are well advised
to offer a compensation package
that at least equals (and preferably,
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Starting at

$499

The Most
Comfortable Seats
in the House
Motion that's priced right
and ready to ship!

Zero Gravity PLUS© Recliner with Yoga Flexx©
Massage & Lift. 4-motors. In leather $599.
Starting at

Starting at

$399

Wall Hugger 3-motors Recliner

Starting at

$299

Zero Gravity 1-motor Recliner

$199

Swivel Glider Recliner (available 9/15)

8 best-selling ZIP SHIP models in stock for immediate delivery.
Recliners feature industry-leading technology.
• Infinite Reclining Positions
• Zero Gravity
• Zero Gravity PLUS©
• Many Models available with LIFT
• Power Headrest
• YOGA FLEXX© Massage
• Choice of three Chair Sizes
• State-of-the-Art LCD Hand Controllers
• Custom Fabric and Leather Options

Scan and learn more
about Comfort in Motion

HIGH POINT MARKET SHOWROOM | IHFC H1147

662-562-8203 • www.chromcraft-revington.com • www.comfortnmotion.com
1011 S Grove Ave., Ontario, CA 91761 • 1457 Industrial Park Dr., Sardis, MS 38666
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“Having a
on staff is a great idea. More than one is better.
It's a promotable benefit
to customers and I have found that RSAs take pride in their status."
exceeds) that of the competition.
These packages can include base
salary plus commission, enhanced
commission schedules based on
performance and bonuses for meeting or beating sales targets.

and management is a BIG motivator. Recognition means status.
Sales managers should develop a
program for acknowledging high
achieving RSAs that is independent
of compensation enhancements.
Some programs that have worked
well for stores include:

2.

TRAINING
Thorough training and
preparation are among the best
motivators for RSAs. Even if they
don't earn as much as a doctor or
lawyer, it is motivating and gratifying
to be regarded as an expert by people who need assistance. How do
they become mattress experts? Study
hard and learn everything about
the bedding business. Interestingly,
I have found that experts also make
a lot more money than those who
have languished for the last several
years just “trying sales.”
A well-run store should have a
world class training program for
new-hires and an even better program for advanced and continuous
training. The bedding and furniture
businesses are not static industries.
Keeping your salespeople in top
shape is a never-ending job. For
more information on setting up your
program visit www.furninfo.com/
Authors/David_Benbow/37 in the
Furniture World on-line archives.

3.
46

RECOGNITION
Recognition from

•Salesperson of the month
•Million dollar club
•Make a game of it (points awarded for various contests, etc.)
•Sleep Geek graduate (more about
this in the next section.)

There are many ways to recognize accomplishment. To some people, recognition is worth more than
money.

4.

peers

SLEEP GEEKS
Having a Sleep Geek™ on
staff is a great idea. More than one
is better. It's a promotable benefit
to customers and I have found
that they take pride in their status.
They are consequently more highly
motivated. The success of the Sleep
Geek program from Leggett & Platt
shows that the demand is strong
bedding sales training. I've always
thought that the bedding industry
needs a serious industry-endorsed
certification program for its sales
associates. Until ISPA implements its
own program, the Sleep Geek plan

will do. Encourage your RSAs to
enroll. It’s fun and it’s FREE. By the
way, I am a Sleep Geek graduate.

5.

ASSIGN RESPONSIBILITY
This usually isn’t a problem
in a one person store, but taking on
extra responsibility can be a good
motivator. Industrious, conscientious
workers usually respond to this sort
of demand on their time. Some
examples of responsibility assignments are:
•Critically reading the competitions' advertising and publishing this information in in-house
reports for all RSAs to see
•Mystery shopping the competition
•Developing comparison charts
between the competitions' models
and the store’s models
•Leading group discussions with
salespeople to increase the flow
of new ideas.

6.

WORK ENVIRONMENT
A clean, modern, even spiffy
work environment is an excellent
motivator for employees. Everyone
disparages “dirty window stores”
that reek of cigarette smoke and
stale french fries. Some articles I’ve
read suggest that a really cool break
room is a good idea. I’m not sure
about that one. Some RSAs might
be motivated to not leave the cool
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Are your sales associates
sitting and waiting for the
next customer to walk in?

Are you waiting
to check out the
latest advance in
Upboard Technology?

Visit www.iconnectgroup.com/visilytics or call 703-471-3964
to schedule a Demo and ask for your 60-day Free Trial!

•
•
•
•
•
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Improve email and cell phone captures
Increase in-store traffic
Engage with automated chat bots
Use Visilytics for accurate shopper counts
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MOTIVATION GET & KEEP IT
These discussions can be just a
gathering of RSAs, with or without sales managers present, to talk
about ideas; such as, what has and
has not been working. I think this is
a great way for RSAs to share information. It can also be motivational,
especially when a new, exciting idea
is shared.
Finally, here’s a good question
a store owner or store manager
can ask themselves. Is my store
a place I would want to work as
an employee? Or, would I rather
work at that place down the street
that has a much more attractive
work environment? Store owners/
managers should do as good a job
of finding out how the competition
compensates its employees as they
do ferreting out competitive products and pricing. You can’t afford to
lose either your customers or RSAs.

Staying in the Game
Ultimately, motivating, training,
educating and learning on the job

furnworld JULY 2020-4 no extra singles.indd 46

are SELF-ACTUATED. This means,
RSAs have to put in the effort. There
is an old, tired saying: “you can lead
a horse to water, but you can’t make
him drink.” This is emphatically true
of the process of education. Just sitting in a class or watching a video is
not education. It cannot be force fed
to students who are uninterested.
So, how do RSAs keep motivated,
and in the game?
Take Advantage of Your Store's
Training Programs: Some stores
have good training programs. If
yours does, use it, especially during
the initial training period when you
hire on. The quicker you learn your

"Recognition from peers
and management is a
BIG motivator. Sales
managers should
develop a program
for acknowledging
high achieving RSAs,
independent of
compensation."

store’s products, policies, advertising, inventory, and financing, the
faster you will succeed. If your store
does not have a good training program, and you decide to work there
anyway, then you must ferret out all
this information for yourself.
Use Your Down Time: Every retail
job has down time. Don’t waste it.
Staying busy during downtime not
only will keep you alert, it will be
motivating.
Avoid Distractions: These include
such things as social phone calls,
texting, video games, crossword
puzzles, daydreaming, etc. Before
your work day begins you should
have a plan in place for how to use
downtime.
Keep Your Mind Solidly On The
Job: Remain mentally alert for your
next customer. If you find yourself
in the middle of an exciting video
game on your smart phone, you
may be irritated to have to put it
down to wait on an up. Your annoyance may show. Some stores do
not allow RSAs to use personal cell
phones while working on the floor,
but mobile devices can be useful for
education and customer contact.
Advanced Training: Until you know
it all—and I don't know anyone who
does—downtime should be used to
advance self-training. Topics that
need to be revisited, reviewed or
learned for the first time include:
• Your store's products
• Your store's inventory

7/30/20 3:36 PM

"Sales meetings can
range from crashing
bores to fiestas.
They should be
well-planned and
spontaneous at the
same time."

many years ago. Make sure your
RSAs have all the tools they need
to make the sale. For an RSA, it is
depressing to lose a sale because
the store down the street offered
something that your store did not
offer. These tools include:
•Competitive pricing
•Willingness to negotiate

break room.

7.

CULTURE OF
COMPETITION
This idea sort of fits in with the
Recognition section. Competition
comes in two flavors. One of which
is absolutely essential. You must
beat your store’s competition to stay
in business. Your RSAs must be firmly impressed with that idea. Get the
sale! But also, RSAs can be encouraged to compete with each other
through various sales contests. The
rewards can be recognition, bonus
pay and even promotion.

8.

GIVE SALESPEOPLE
ALL THE TOOLS
This one is really important. An old
boss of mine impressed this on me

•Wider finance options
•Large and immediate inventory
availability
•Better training
•Biggest selection
•Better delivery
•Major brand names

10.

SALES MEETINGS
Sales meetings can range
from crashing bores to fiestas that
provide motivation and education,
plus free food and drinks. Sales
managers can use regular meetings to impart new ideas, sales
and product information, contests,
rules and regulations, news about
competition and industry information. They should be well-planned
and spontaneous at the same time.
Conducting effective sales meetings
is an art.

11.

•Great location
•Ubiquitous advertising.

The list goes on and on. Don’t
lose sales and good salespeople
by being slack in providing ALL the
tools they need.

9.

provide a mechanism, such as regular sales meetings or some other
venue to promote the flow of ideas.

ENCOURAGE FEEDBACK
Salespeople may come up
with good ideas; maybe even an
idea that sales management hasn’t
thought of before. Stores should

EMPLOYEE DISCOUNTS
I’ve seen good RSAs quit
at one store and go to another just
because the new store offered attractive employee discounts. Employees
buy mattresses and furniture, too.
Word will get around if your store is
ungenerous with its employees.

12.

GROUP DISCUSSIONS
We used to call these
“bull sessions,” but I'm not sure
that language is allowed anymore.

July/August 2020
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• Your store's policies
• Your store's advertising
• Your store's finance plans

Once you've mastered these topics, ask yourself: “Do I know everything about every single competitor’s products, inventory, policies,
advertising and finance plans?" Then
ask yourself; “Do I know everything
about the bedding industry, including local and national laws and regulations, manufacturing practices,
domestic and import competition?"
Then ask yourself; “When was the
last time I visited the websites of the
top 15 mattress manufacturers in

"I’ve seen good RSAs
quit at one store and go
to another just because
the new store offered
attractive employee
discounts."

50

the U.S.? When was the last time
I read 'Selling Retail' by John F.
Lawhon, 'Spring Training' by Gerry
Morris, or 'How to Win the Battle
for Mattress Sales'? When was the
last time I visited the websites of all
the competitors in my geographical area? When was the last time
I surveyed Furniture World’s vast
archives of articles from past issues,
all of them easily available on-line
at www.furninfo.com?"
Each one of these activities will
increase your expertise. Increased
expertise will make you more money.
It will gain you more recognition.
Oh, and don’t forget to enroll in
Sleep Geek. When you complete
the course, they send you a nice
certificate and a Sleep Geek badge
you can wear on your lapel for all
to see.
Follow Up: Follow up never ends.
That activity alone can consume
most of an RSAs down time. There
are a number of good articles on follow up in Furniture World archives.
One that's especially good can be
found at https://www.furninfo.com/
Authors/David_Benbow/37. Follow-

up, especially if you are also selling
a full line of home furnishings, is
what will place you in the “one percent” category of income earners.

Summary
There is an old saying, “If you
want something done, give the job
to the busiest person in the house.”
There is something about just staying busy that is motivating. Staying
busy keeps you alert and motivated.
Are you bored on slow days working
in that one-person store? Re-read
the "staying in the game" section
once more, then get to work. You
will never be too bored to get motivated.

About David Benbow: A twenty-eight year veteran of the mattress
and bedding industry and owner of
Mattress Retail Training Company,
David offers retailers guidance
from small store management to
training retail sales associates. His
years of hands-on experience as a
retail sales associate, store manager, sales manager/trainer and store
owner in six different metropolitan
areas qualifies him as an expert in
selling bedding.
He is the author of “How to Win
the Battle for Mattress Sales, the
Bed Seller’s Manual,” a complete
text book for mattress and bedding
retail sales associates, beginner and
experienced professional alike. It
can be purchased online at www.
bedsellersmanual.com or www.mattressretailtraining.com. Questions
can be sent to him at dave@
bedsellersmanual.com or by phone
at 361-648-3775.
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DESIGN
Omnia
The new View accent chair, shown in serene
Genesis Oceanside, interjects a stylish hint of
nature to any room. The sling back wood frame
creates the illusion that the chair is floating.
Contact information on page 80.

A-America
Inspired by classic architectural elements of
columns and moldings, "Cassian” is made
of solid wood with a multi-step sand finish.
Vertically placed custom hardware
completes the design.
Contact information on page 80.
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Furniture Of America
Lesley, an American-made plus sofa is shown in a
soft, comfortable flecked taupe fabric.
Contact information on page 80.

7/30/20 3:36 PM

OW Lee
The new Avana collection was designed with
simplicity and comfort in mind. Its transitional
profile features a modern swooping arm that
is echoed in the gracefully balanced design of
the back. Avana is a full-line collection, which
includes dining, balcony, deep seating and
lounge pieces.
Contact information on page 80.

HTD
This round dining table with vintage brown
finish over solid Mango wood is from the Nines
Collection. Quality construction enhances the
durability and beauty of the table. Natural wood
knots and markings bring out the distinct character of this table, perfect for both casual and
formal dining.
Contact information on page 80.

Country View Woodworking
This 42"x60" two-tone trestle table with two self-storing leaves is shown in Brown Maple with specialty finishes including hand-rubbed
black paint on the apron and trestle. Shown with 52” buffet. An 80" buffet also available.
Contact information on page 80.
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DESIGN

Nourison

Legends
Montrose has clean lines and subtle curves. Scaled hardware
and a Griege finish are attractive finishing touches to this
current group.
Contact information on page 80.

Deep blues, golds and ivory create color play in
the stripes of the Plateau area rug. Inspired by
Tibetan rugs, its borderless design adds warmth
and texture to contemporary, bohemian or
eclectic homes. It is hand-knotted for an artisan
look and feel.
Contact information on page 80.

Apricity
The Ellery Theater In The Round Woven Sectional is the latest in entertaining design from Apricity.
This outdoor living group is made of all-weather wicker incorporating modern appeal with glorious
mixed textures and neutral tones.
Contact information on page 80.
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Huntington House
The Outdoor Living collection provides the same
luxurious feel of indoor furniture, while also being
built to withstand the elements. With heavy-duty
components such as marine-grade plywood, stainless
steel and waterproof cushion covers, this product will
withstand years of outdoor use with no rust, mildew or
degrading from exposure. Handcrafted to order in the
foothills of North Carolina.
Contact information on page 80.

Simply Amish
The Montgomery Collection is inspired by the
mountains, the ocean, and nature.
Contact information on page 80.

Pelican Reef
The Wave bed from Pelican Reef Home features crushed bamboo over a Mahogany frame in a whitewash grey finish. Pelican Reef
is known as a source for casual indoor and outdoor furniture offering an Island inspired look and feel to consumers world wide.
Contact information on page 80.
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DESIGN
Craftmaster
This handsome traditional settee is new this season.
It features deep button tufting, a tight seat, and panel arms.
Contact information on page 80.

Estro Milano
Emy, a high-end quality crafted
Italian leather sofa is both elegant
and practical. It features steel legs
to compliment its contemporary
style and has an optional dual power
recliner option. Emy is available in
over 200 color variations and as
an armchair.
Contact information on page 80.

TK Classics
The Florence Collection features a combination of both
flat and rounded polyethylene. The sturdy, lightweight
aluminum frames are hidden from view to focus attention on the striking wicker design.
Contact information on page 80.
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Essentials For Living
The Drake Arm Chair from the Stitch and Hand
Collection is covered in Dark Dove Velvet with
Natural gray oak finish. Dimension are
W: 24” D: 24” H: 34".
Contact information on page 80.

Horizon Home
The Copper Canyon Entertainment Console with
reclaimed hand hammered copper drawer fronts
has solid wood construction. It is shown in a
warm burnished lacquer finish and features full
extension drawer glides. Available in 66", 74"
and 85".
Contact information on page 80.

Bellini
The Oxford Sectional features motion headrests, power
recliner, full grain Italian leather, and chrome frame and
legs. It is available left or right-hand facing and can be
special ordered in different colors.
Contact information on page 80.
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S

ales increase at Brakenridge
with appointment-only strategy

Some furniture retailers have
struggled during the pandemic. Not
Brakenridge.
Anna Ferguson thought she’d
learned a lot in the years after inheriting Brakenridge Furniture, the family-owned furniture store in Ferriday,
Louisiana, and being named the
Home Furnishings Association’s
Small Retailer of the Year for 2019.
Then a global pandemic hit the
country with Louisiana feeling its
wrath in the early weeks.
Stores shut down but, even after
reopening, many business owners
worried that a coronavirus resurgence would close them again. “It’s
like we’re back in school learning all
over again,” says Ferguson. “I don’t
just mean me. I mean everyone
selling furniture, or selling anything.
July/August 2020
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It’s a new world out there for retail.”
So far, Ferguson gets a good
back-to-school grade. In April,
with most of the state shuttered,
Brakenridge sales were down 21
percent compared to 2019. The
store came roaring back in May with
appointment-only invitations and a
close rate of more than 90 percent.
Even with limited traffic, the store
managed 66 percent higher sales
compared to the same month last
year.
“May was fabulous for us,” says
Ferguson. “Everyone who came in
had intent to buy. There was no
floating through, touching this and
that and floating out. They were
there because they wanted to buy.”
In June, Louisiana Governor John
Bel Edwards allowed retail stores like
Brakenridge to open provided they
limit occupancy to 50 percent. That
wasn’t good enough for Ferguson.
She kept her doors locked to walk-in
traffic. If you wanted to shop for fur-

niture, you needed an appointment.
Ferguson says that appointment-only strategy isn’t going away anytime
soon. “I think the customers like the
peace of mind that comes with it,”
she says. “They’re more relaxed and
can focus on what it is they really
want.”
But there’s something else the
pandemic is teaching Ferguson.
“Our salespeople are so much more
focused and listening to our customers, too,” she says. “There aren’t
distractions or worrying if they’ve
left someone unattended if someone
new comes into the store. There’s
no looking over their shoulder worrying if they’re missing out on a
sale. It’s an hour of one-on-one
relationship-building between the
sales person and the customer.”
Ferguson says the first few months
of the pandemic were all about
one thing: freezers. She couldn’t
keep enough in stock. “Turned away
more business than I want to think
about,” she says. She worries that
might happen with furniture in the
coming months with supply chains
still adjusting. “Maybe that’s a good
problem to have if it happens,” she
says.
The next few months of the pandemic will be all about retailers

"Ferguson says that appointmentonly strategy isn’t going away
anytime soon. 'I think the customers
like the peace of mind that comes
with it,' she says."
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being smart, says Ferguson. "Smart
with their time, smart with their

"The next few months of
the pandemic will be
all about retailers being
smart, says Ferguson.
Smart with their time,
smart with their money,
smart with their staff."
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money, smart with their staff. Smart
with everything, really,” she says.
“We want to be here for our customers, but I’m not going to put my staff
in harm’s way. I’ve known these folks
too long. They’re like family to me.
“We’re not going to try new things
just to try them. It needs to make
sense.”
That’s not to say she’s unwilling to
change. For years, Brakenridge has
carried its own paper on purchases.
When customers have come into the
store to pay, that’s been an opportunity to sell them something new.
During the pandemic, Brakenridge
is using those visits to help switch
those paying customers to auto
drafts. It will reduce traffic in the

store, but will be safer for customers
and staff alike.
That might not make business
sense, but Brakenridge has been
serving Ferriday and its surrounding communities for more than a
half-century. “It’s not just about selling furniture to us,” she says. “We
want to take care of our customers,
protect their health, too. We’re in
this for the long haul.”
About HFA: The Home Furnishings
Association is the only trade association dedicated to the success of
furniture retailers. For more information about supporting or joining the
HFA, contact us at membership@
myhfa.org.
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I

n a down economy, these three
furniture retailers are growing

Not all Home Furnishings
Association members are hunkering
down in the current economy. Some
are thriving with appointment-only
sales. Others are doing well with
e-commerce. And a select few, like
Mandy Jeffries of Colfax Furniture,
are expanding their company footprints.

Colfax Furniture Expands
Jeffries opened a third Colfax store
in Burlington, North Carolina, about
27 miles from the family-owned
flagship store in Greensboro. The
timing was bad. Three days after she
signed the lease in March, the state
shut down.
But the massive 90,000-squarefoot store has been doing well since
opening in June, mostly with foot
traffic from a nearby Northern Tool
+ Equipment store in the same
shopping complex. “We haven’t
even run any grand opening ads,
and business is strong,” Jeffries said
in early July. “I think it’s only going
to get better when word gets out.”
Jeffries had been looking at the
property ever since Burlington Coat
Factory moved out in 2018 for a
newer building. She signed a fiveyear lease with an option of pulling
out after the third year. Mandy and
her mother, Gail Jeffries, spent most
of the coronavirus shutdown mov60

ing furniture from the company’s
warehouse in Greensboro to the
spacious new showroom. How long
does it take to fill a 90,000-squarefoot building with furniture? Jeffries
laughed. “Longer than I thought. It
was good exercise, but I’m glad it’s
over.”
Actually, it’s just beginning for
Colfax’s new store. Jeffries is looking for new employees. In the past,
she’s relied on her connections in
Greensboro to fill store openings,
but the Burlington store is in its own
market. “That’s making it tough,”
she said. “We’re looking at restaurants and already established retail
for people. It’s all a little new to me
finding people.”
Another problem for Colfax is
inventory. Because Colfax is so
close to High Point Market, Jeffries
gets as much as 70 percent of
her inventory from manufacturers
at market who want to move their
samples. The canceled High Point
markets pinched her source. “It’s
made things tough, but we are OK
for now,” she said.

Sheely's Growth Initiative
Colfax isn’t alone in growing
during a downturn in the economy.
After 68 years as a single-store
business, Sheely’s Furniture and
Appliance will expand its footprint in

September when it opens a second
store in Aurora, Ohio, about 30
miles outside Cleveland. The new
location was part of Sheely’s initiative for growth and further expansion into the Cleveland market.
The plan has been in the works for
nearly two years.
Jeff Curry, Sheely’s general manager and one of three principal
owners, said there was never any
doubt about continuing with the new
store during the pandemic. “We’ve
been committed to this for more
than a year and the numbers have
always looked good,” he said.
A grand opening is scheduled for
September 7-19, 2020.
Jessica Smith, buyer and another
principal owner, is excited about
the opening. “As a third-generation
Sheely’s family member, I’m honored to usher in this new era for
Sheely’s along with my principal
partners, our 150 employees and
stakeholders."

"Jeffries opened a
third Colfax store in
Burlington, North
Carolina. The timing
was bad; three days
after she signed the
lease in March, the
state shut down."
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Colefax Furniture • Sheely's Furniture and Appliance • Skandinavia Contemporary
Expanding into a new market in
the middle of a global pandemic
and recession wasn't what company
leaders expected when they started
this initiative. But Smith and others
are confident the new store will
succeed. The new location features
80,000 square feet of showroom
and warehouse space, with areas
dedicated to Sheely’s mix of furniture, appliances, mattresses, décor
and Warehouse Outlet. The store
will feature some of the brands that
Sheely’s customers are familiar with,
as well as new lines. “This location provides us the opportunity to
welcome new brands into our core
offerings," said Lance Romeo, buyer
and the third principal. "Our buyers
are currently working on creating
that new mix of products, which we
believe will be something exciting
for customers both old and new."

Skandinavia Contemporary
Moves & Renovates
Skandinavia
Contemporary
Interiors in Austin, Texas, reopened
for business on Memorial Day after

two months sitting on the sidelines.
Shawn and Erika Olsen closed
their store on Shoal Creek Boulevard
in March, a couple of years after
ownership of their building changed
hands and they were told that
renewing their lease would cost a
lot more. They had plenty of time
to scout for new opportunities, and
“We found what we hope is a much
better location,” Shawn Olsen said.
It’s about 10 miles south of their
former store and a bit closer to
downtown. It’s also near the intersection of two highways, an area
that sees “a lot of traffic in normal
times.”
Of course, these are still not normal times after Texas was one of the
first states to fully reopen earlier this
summer only to pull back after a
new surge in coronavirus cases.
The doors were shut for a little
longer than anticipated. The Olsens
were doing a “build out” and renovation of their new building. But
work was halted for a couple of
weeks during the shutdown, and
other delays pushed the reopening
to Memorial Day.
Olsen kept all his employees on
the payroll, even though there was
little work for them to do. Now,
the new store—24,000 square feet,
compared to 15,000 at the old
location—is operating at regular
hours. “Business and foot traffic
is on par with last year in our old
location, and we are pleased with

"Olsen kept all his
employees on the
payroll, even though
there was little work
for them to do.
Now, the new store is
operating at regular hours."
62

that, considering everything,” Shawn
Olsen said after the Fourth of July
weekend.
Before the public health crisis,
Austin was one of the fastest-growing cities in the country and “it
will pop up OK,” Olsen said. The
store is next to Central Market,
a top-rated grocer, according to
Olsen. People who shop there also
buy home furnishings like those
sold by Skandinavia Contemporary
Interiors, which was founded in 1971
to feature designs inspired by the
Danish modern movement. It carries collections by American Leather,
Copeland, BDI and Ekornes.
So, this might be a good time to
open a bigger store and to count
on bigger spending on home furnishings. On the other hand, Olsen
admitted there is still some uncertainty in an altered environment.
About HFA: The Home Furnishings
Association is the only trade association dedicated to the success of furniture retailers. For more information
about supporting or joining the HFA,
contact membership@myhfa.org.

Shawn and Erika Olsen of
Skandinavia Contemporary Interiors
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Service Lamp Helps Retailers
Keep The Lights On With

Energy Saving LED's

BEST
PRICING
EVER!

New Models Just In - While Supplies Last
Ask about special per case pricing
on table top LEDs only $10.00
10A19/2700 (equal to a 60 watt conventional lamp,
eight lamps to a case)

ONLY

$5

.00

ONLY

$5

.00

10 Watt T8 LEDs Each (By The Case)
LED Glass Instant Fit tube

Remove your T8 Fluorescent
Install the LED and you're done
3500 Kelvin | 10 per case
4000 Kelvin | 10 per case
5000 Kelvin | 10 per case

14 Watt LEDs Each (By The Case)
PAR38 Perfect for
Furniture Showrooms.
40 degree floods

First Quality Philips Products | Great For Furniture Store Display Lighting!

Orders of $250 or more get free freight!
Must buy full case quantities for special pricing.

Service Lamp Corp.
800-222-LAMP (5267) • www.servicelamp.com
Your Complete Lighting Source
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N

o masks, no entry some retailers say.
Others have a different view. - By Doug Clark

The Find Says "Yes" To Masks
When Nevada ordered residents
to wear face coverings in businesses, The Find in Reno was ready. It
offered stylish masks for sale.
People were lined up at the door
to buy them, Stephanie Angold,
owner of the furniture and home
décor store, said.
Still, some shoppers weren’t interested in buying one or bringing their
own.
“Most customers are wearing
them, but if they don’t I won't ask
them to leave,” Angold said.
The subject of face coverings
poses a dilemma for many Home
Furnishings Association members in
states or local jurisdictions where
retailers are required to enforce
mandates. If customers refuse, does
the business owner turn them away

“We’ve been told by
customers, if they’re
forced to wear a mask
they’ll turn around
and walk out.”
- Liz Werner, Furniture Market
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and lose sales? Or, let them in and
potentially expose employees and
other shoppers to the risk of getting
sick?
Christa Van Vuuren, who owns
Half Moon Furniture in Charlotte,
North Carolina, answered that
question adamantly even before
Governor Roy Cooper imposed a
statewide mandate in late June. She
set a “no masks, no entry” policy for
her store. "For people who choose
no entry, I’m happy to lock the door
behind them,” she said.
She welcomed reinforcement from
the governor. “I am grateful he’s
looking out for the people of North
Carolina,” she said. “This is serious business. We have more than
140,000 dead in this country.”
Sales at Half Moon Furniture have
been “really good” recently, Van
Vuuren said. But she admits she’s
lost some customers who won’t wear
masks.
“It might cost me 10 percent of
my business, but I honestly don’t
care about that. I can’t measure my
health and my life on money.” The
people she counts on—loyal, repeat
buyers—support her.

Samuel's Furniture Agrees
Elie Samuel, owner of Samuel’s
Furniture in Ferndale, Washington,
feels the same way.

“I think face coverings are important because they have been proven
to be an effective way to fight the
spread of the coronavirus and save
lives,” he said. “And as far as I am
concerned, it is a pretty easy thing
to do.
“Most customers appreciate it.
Our governor has mandated that
everyone wear masks in public
spaces, but even before that, we
would not allow shoppers in the
store without a mask. And we had
to turn a few away. As one of my
employees said, ‘I didn’t stay home
for three months to come back to
work and have someone infect me.’
“As we see the numbers nationwide going up again, I think it’s
more important than ever,” Samuel
concluded.

Furniture Market says "No"
But Liz Werner, owner of Furniture
Market in Las Vegas, expressed a
common concern about mask mandates.
“I don’t really think it’s my responsibility to enforce it,” she said.
She and her staff wear face coverings in the store, but only about half
of her customers were doing so.
“We’ve been told by customers, if
they’re forced to wear a mask they’ll
turn around and walk out,” she said.
At the same time, she added,
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"Christina Van Vuuren set
a 'no masks, no entry'
policy for her store. 'For
people who choose no
entry, I’m happy to lock
the door behind them,'
she said."

Stephanie Angold (right), owner of The
Find, and assistant manager Julie Mantz
model masks on sale in their Reno, Nev.,
furniture store.

they’re respectful. If they’re not
wearing a mask, they keep a safe
distance.
“Right now, I have two clients in
a 48,000-square-foot showroom,”
Werner said.

- Christina Van Vuuren, Half Moon Furniture

Attorney Weighs In
Attorney Pascal Benyamini recommends that his retailer clients ask
customers to don face coverings. If
customers refuse, “They should have
a conversation with them about
keeping their social distance.”
Government mandates do raise
the stakes, however, said Benyamini,
who practices with Faegre Drinker

“Business owners,
large and small,
are in a very tough
position. They risk
alienating customers
and employees—any
of whom can file
complaints with
government agencies."
-Pascal Benyamin
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Biddle & Reath LLP in Los Angeles.
“This takes employee relations
and even customer relationships to
a much higher level,” he said.
Benyamini spoke on a Home
Furnishings Association webinar in
May about legal and human relations issues raised by the coronavirus crisis. But challenges for retail
businesses have become even more
complex with the responsibility for
enforcing mandates for masks.
"The logic behind those orders
is that business owners can control
what happens on their premises, "
Benyamini said in an interview in
late June. But actually accomplishing that can be difficult. For example, what happens if customers get
into an altercation about masks or
social distancing? What about customers who wear a mask into the

store, then discard it but refuse to
leave? What if customer behavior
makes employees feel unsafe?
“Business owners, large and
small, are in a very tough position,”
he added.
"They risk alienating customers
and employees—any of whom can
file complaints with government
agencies. Workers who think their
safety is in jeopardy may decide to
stay home, especially if they have
underlying conditions that put them
at greater risk. And there are legal
actions that can be launched if
someone claims exposure to the
virus took place inside a business."
Benyamini also advises clients to
“take a humane approach.” Do
everything possible to create a safe
environment for employees, customers and vendors.
About HFA: The Home Furnishings
Association is the only trade association dedicated to the success of furniture retailers. For more information
about supporting or joining the HFA,
contact membership@myhfa.org.
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H

FA member sells furniture,
offers wisdom on the side

Most people experience epiphanies later in life. Duana Palmer’s
came to her when she was 10 years
old.
Palmer grew up poor with a mother who drank a lot. “I remember it
wasn’t a life I wanted anyone else to
live so I made a promise or a goal
to myself that day,” she recalls. “I
told myself I was going to be a millionaire by the time I was 45 and I
was going to help other people realize that they were important, too.”
She’s still working on that first
million, but is years ahead of her
goal of helping people throughout
northwest Florida realize their worth.
“I guess I really was born to help
people because that’s what I think
I’m doing,” she said. “I mean, of
course, I’m selling furniture to them,
but I think I’m helping make them
more credit savvy along the way.”

Palmer’s venture into furniture is
only 11 years old. Before that she
owned real estate and worked as
a credit counselor selling new, discontinued mattresses to her credit
customers out of a storage facility.
She was so successful, she added
furniture. And when the furniture
started selling, she decided to make
a go of it full-time. She got a good
deal at a mall in Tallahassee next to
a Barnes & Noble and Tallahassee
Discount Furniture was born.
“It was hard for a furniture store
to be in a mall—but I didn’t need to
be a destination,” says Palmer. “The
traffic from people coming or going
to the bookstore was more than
enough.”
Eventually Palmer was forced out
when the mall closed. She re-opened
on the south side of town where she
still doles out advice to wouldbe customers—many of whom are
buying furniture for the first time or
are using tertiary financing because
their credit is damaged.
Palmer will sell them furniture
using any of the financing programs
the HFA offers, but she also counsels
them before they sign their name
to a deal. “I want them to know
that they should always try to pay
everything off in that first 100 days if

Pictured at left, HFA member Duana
Palmer used to work as a credit counselor,
a job she still takes on as the owner of
Tallahassee Discount Furniture in Florida.
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possible because the interest will kill
them,” she says.
Sometimes that honest, open way
of doing business costs Palmer. “I’ve
had $5,000 sales end up being
$1,000 or $1,500 because they see
they might be getting in over their
head,” she said. “That’s money out
of my pocket, but I sleep a lot better
at night.”
Palmer enjoys selling furniture.
She likes coming into work knowing that every day she’ll be helping someone solve a problem they
have at home. Often that problem
is furnishing a room. “Sometimes
people just want to talk,” she noted.
“They want someone to hear their
problems. I don’t mind being that
person.”
At 68, Palmer is at an age where
most people are winding down their
careers and looking forward to
retirement. She says she would like
to slow down selling furniture—but
only so that she can devote more
time to her latest venture, a onestop website for customers to save
money on anything from healthcare
to auto insurance to veterinary services and more. In keeping with
her nature, the company, Safeguard
Select, is about helping others.
“That’s who I am,” she says.
“Some people go their whole life
not knowing who they are or what
their gift is. “I’m thankful I found out
at such an early age.”
About HFA: The Home Furnishings
Association is the only trade association dedicated to the success of
furniture retailers. For more information about supporting or joining the
HFA, contact us at membership@
myhfa.org.
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Your
All-in-One
Consumer
Financing
Solution
TD Complete is your end-to-end consumer
financing solution hosted by Versatile
Credit.* It’s everything you need to manage
your consumer financing program from a
single credit application waterfall through
integrated settlement and reporting in one
standalone web-based platform.

No cost
to enroll!
TD Complete
combines all of this into one
comprehensive interface.
Waterfall credit application
Sales processing & settlement

1 interface.
1 application portal.

Comprehensive reporting

1 dashboard.
No cost to use.

Single web-based interface

TD Bank Rate Specials available.

Get the TD Complete advantage for your business today @ TDComplete.com

Visit us at the Las Vegas Summer Market, Building A – Lobby
*Subject to lender approval. Merchant financing costs may apply. Versatile and each participating
lender is responsible for its participation in the TD Complete program. Your agreement with them
will govern the parties’ respective rights and obligations. TD Bank, its subsidiaries and affiliates,
shall not be responsible for the acts or omissions of Versatile or the other participating lenders.
© Copyright 2020 TD Bank N.A. All rights reserved.
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GOLDEN RULE OF RETAIL

C

an every
person
who works,
shops or
engages with
your store's
messaging see
themselves
represented,
respected and
comfortable?

by Ellen Gefen

As children, we all learned the
Golden Rule: “Do unto others as
you’d have them do unto you.” In
retail, that adage continues to be
more relevant than ever. As our
communities become increasingly
diverse, it’s critical for our industry to evolve and adapt to create
an inclusive, welcoming shopping
experience for all customers. Most
consumers prefer to buy and support local, so what are you doing to
include EVERYONE?
Respect: It all starts with respect.
It may sound simplistic, but treating people with the same level
of respect you expect from others is the first step to creating an
inclusive shopping experience. That
respect permeates every aspect of
your business and customer service—everything from treating each
customer equally no matter who
they are to making sure your store
is welcoming and accessible for all.
Is your store ADA accessible? If not,
you’re unintentionally telling physically challenged shoppers they’re
not welcome, missing out on potential sales and alienating members of
your community.
Inclusive To All: This leads to my
next point—make sure your business is inclusive to all, not just
people who look and think like you.
Does your advertising represent a
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wide swath of the population? Do
you hire people based on how you
look or how your entire trading area
looks? Creating a brand that people
can see themselves in—from advertising to employees—will make it
more likely they see themselves
enjoying the products you sell, too.
Social Media: Another key component to building an inclusive brand
is your social media. When posting
images, be cognizant of diversity—
even if you’re simply using stock
photos, try to make sure the people
depicted on your social accounts
represent people of a variety of
ethnic backgrounds. And you likely
post holiday greetings for Christmas
and Independence Day, but do you
also recognize Juneteenth, Rosh
Hashanah or Ramadan? Creating
posts marking holidays celebrated
by other ethnic groups and religions
is an easy way to let your community
and customers know you care about
inclusivity and respect the beliefs of
all, even if you don’t personally celebrate those days.
Speaking of holidays, we know
that in recent years there have been
questions raised about the cultural sensitivity of holidays such as
Columbus Day that often coincide
with retail sales. If you feel concerned about seeming insensitive
but don’t want to miss an opportunity when your competitors are
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“Are your employees diverse?

Are your website and social posts showing diversity and inclusion? Can EVERYONE
see themselves represented and at home in your store?"

having sales, perhaps change your
approach. Rather than Columbus
Day, make it a fall sale. You can still
offer deals without unintentionally
excluding potential customers.
Store Policies: Once you’ve identified changes to make and places to
grow, the next step is incorporating
these initiatives in your store policies. Putting a commitment to inclusivity and diversity in writing makes
it easier to implement these changes and make sure your employees
understand the company culture
you’re trying to cultivate. And should
someone disregard or go against
these policies, having a stated set of
guidelines available allows you to
hold employees accountable if they
don’t meet your expectations.

Integrity: Everyone with a home—
be it a house, apartment, condo
or mobile home—needs furniture,
which means everyone is your potential customer. And with consumers spending more time at home,
the furniture industry is in a prime
position to sell to everyone. Are
you making everyone feel welcome?
Are your ads inclusive? Are your
employees diverse? Are your website and social posts showing diversity and inclusion? Can EVERYONE
see themselves represented and at
home in your store? Being able
to answer these questions in the
affirmative can mean the difference
between growing your business and
falling behind. Evolving with changing times not only demonstrates
your business savvy, it also shows

you are a person of integrity who
understands the Golden Rule is
more than just a saying.
About Ellen Gefen: Ellen Gefen
is the co-owner of Gefen Marketing
and Gefen Productions, a High
Point-based full-service marketing
and multimedia company in the
home industries. She also founded
TheHome.com, a consumer-facing
home design and lifestyle site. As
part of a multiracial, multicultural
family, Gefen knows first-hand the
challenges faced by many and is
passionate about supporting movements that work to ensure equality for all. Questions or comments
can be directed to her at ellen@
gefenmarketing.com, or call her at
336.884.5020.

“The Best Overall Resource For
Mattress Sales Professionals!”
by David Benbow.

291 pages of sales-boosting power.
Get It At.... http://www.bedsellersmanual.com
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The Price Match Game

G

rabbing
back
the sale
from an
online or down
the street retail
competitor can
be fun.

by Gordon Hecht

Twenty years is a long time in the
entertainment industry and if you
were watching television some time
between the Everly Brothers warbling “I’ll Do My Crying in the Rain”
(1962) and John Mellencamp belting out “Hurts So Good” (1982)
then you probably saw Gene
Rayburn host a show called “The
Match Game.”
During the 20 years that show
aired there were a few different
versions but essentially it worked
like this. A contestant and a panel
of “celebrities” were given a question and they secretly wrote down
their answer. The contestant scored
points based on how many celebs
matched their answer. The more
matches, the better the odds of
winning the game.
These days in our retail world,
you may find yourself playing a
“Match Game” of sorts. It’s the
times that shoppers come into your
store asking you to match a price
from another merchandise supplier.
Despite some in-depth research
which consisted of checking
Wikipedia, Google, and eating a
cookie, I could not determine when
Price Matching started. It probably
was around the first half of the last
century when gas stations started to post their price (18 cents a
gallon?). As we cruised through
the 1950s and 1960s merchandise
and the money to pay for it was
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widely available, and price shopping and matching became more
prevalent.
Retailers used to only worry about
the store down the street. Next
came those darned 800 phone
number lines, then big box stores,
and now people can check prices
on the interworld webby thing on
their iFruit phone while sitting in
your store.
No matter what the weather is,
you might be crying in the rain
every time your shopper wants to
take advantage of your local service, expertise, inventory, and delivery, but wants to pay the same price
as some cyber store. You can curse
the online retailer, or you can use
your selling skills to win the sale
and salvage some margin.
Imagine you decide to buy one
of those fancy mondo tractor lawnmowers to keep your 100’ x 100’
hunk of heaven yard well-trimmed.
You know the model you want and
go to shop two places. Your first stop
is at Farm and Home Superstore
where the price is $3,600. You
tell the clerk that you want to shop
one more store and she tells you
no matter where you go, they will
match any price.
Next stop is Seed and Feed
Country Market. Right at the front
(barn) door is the same exact brand
and model tractor lawnmower and
it’s only $3,400!
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“You can curse the online retailer,

or you can use your selling skills to win the sale and salvage some margin."

What would you do? Flash your
credit card at Seed and Feed-or go
back to Farm and Home and ask
them to match price?
I’ve asked a similar question to
over 500 retail store owners, managers, salespeople and my everlovin’ bride. And almost all of them
tell me they would just buy it at
Seed and Feed. They do it because
it saves time and it’s silly to drive
back to another store just to get the
same price.
Here’s the harder question: Under
what circumstances would you go
back to Farm and Home and ask
them to match price?
After some deep thinking, here is
what people tell me why they would
go back:

something is different. Even if your
shopper tells you they prefer to shop
locally but want a different price,
that really means they don’t trust the
online retailer to fulfill their needs as
well as you can.
Grabbing back the sale from an
online or down the street competitor
can be fun. Check out this easy to
remember dialogue.

• Seed and Feed doesn’t have the
tractor in stock, it takes too long
to get

Salesperson: That’s a heck of a
deal. Why didn’t you buy it?

• The tractor at Seed and Feed is a
floor sample
• The tractor at Seed and Feed is
damaged
• Seed and Feed charges more for
delivery
• I didn’t like the credit terms at
Seed and Feed
• Seed and Feed charges extra for
set up and assembly
• I don’t trust that Seed and Feed
will meet my needs

All good reasons! And while the
product is the same, in each case
78

Shopper: I want to buy this $1,299
item from you, but I saw it elsewhere
for $999.
Salesperson: Wow! $999 for this
item. Are you sure it’s the same?
Shopper (with printout of ad/webpage): Yes, here is the store and
item.

Shopper: They are out of stock for
a month (or any of the other reasons
above).
In my old selling days, I would
just smile and reply “Yep, our price
is $999 when we can’t get it too!”
But times have changed. Now we
can reason with the customer and
explain the differences in availability,
service, product condition, or cost of
financing.
The fact is, you may not be able to
retain your full selling price, but you
also don’t have to cave in to losing
some retail margin either. Explain
that you are the local dealer, with an

investment in inventory and service
personnel. You can let them know
you can’t sell it for $999, but you
could help them out at $1,199. No
one likes to lose margin, but it hurts
so good when you capture a sale
from those other guys!
One final point of advice: get
ahead of the game. Do your
research now before the shopper
comes in. Understand the selling
terms and fine print for the stores
down the street, in the next state and
anyone online who sells your products. Know where you beat them,
and where you need to become
more competitive. Sales and terms
change often; for best results, repeat
this research weekly.
About Gordon Hecht: Gordon
Hecht is a Senior Manager for
Serta Simmons Bedding’s Strategic
Retail Group comprising over
400 locally owned and operated
bedding stores across the country selling Serta Simmons branded
and America’s Mattress branded
mattresses. He has been a store
manager, multi-unit Manager and
National Director of Sales and has
been recognized for outstanding
achievement with Ashley Furniture
HomeStores, Drexel-Heritage, RB
Furniture, Reliable Stores, and Sofa
Express. See all of Gordon's articles at www.furninfo.com/Authors/
List. Questions and comments can
be directed to Gordon Hecht at
ghecht@serta.com.
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Advertiser & Design

INDEX
COMPANY

| TELEPHONE

A-America
ACA
apricity Outdoor
Arason Enterprises
Banker & Brisebois
Bellini Modern Living
Bienenstock Furn Library
Chromcraft
Country View
Craftmaster
Essentials For Living
Estro Milano
Furniture Of America
Furniture Wizard
Genesis Software
Hearts Awards
HFA
Home Trends & Design
Horizon Home
Huntington House
iConnect Group
IMC Centers
Isuzu

206-575-3044
800-882-8588
800-416-3511
443-249-3105
248.519.9200
905-771-361
336-883-4011
909-930-9891
330-674-1390
828-632-9786
949.858.2100
336-803-2602
866-923-8500
619-869-7200
509-536-4739
800.422.3778.
901-355-1411
602-447-6000
336-880-0990
703-471-3964
336-884-1884
866-441-9638

|

EMAIL OR FAX

|

contact-us@a-america.com
bob@4aca.com
alicia@obrienetal.com
jarason@comcast.net
bbinfo@bankerbrisebois.com
hossein@bellinimodernliving.com
info@furniturelibrary.com
rhalsten@hotmail.com
rmiller@cvwltd.com
info@cmfurniture.com
info@essentialsforliving.com
gaetano.decataldo@estromilano.us
rockyy.ca@foagroup.com
evan@furniturewizard.com
info@genesisadvantage.com
dallasmarketcenter.com/artsawards
HFA. MYHFA.org
hank@htddirect.com
orozco1129@aol.com
christyg@huntingtonhouse.com
amitesh@iconnectgroup.com
imchighpointmarket.com
www.isuzucv.com
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COMPANY

| TELEPHONE

JB Hunt
Las Vegas Market
Legends Furniture
Norwalk
Nourison
Ohio Hardwood Furn. Mkt.
Omnia Leather
OW Lee
Pelican Reef
Perform Now
PFP
Podium
Posh+Lavish
PROFITsystems
Service Lamp
Simply Amish
South Bay 8
STORIS
Synchrony
TD Complete
TD Retail Card Services
TK Classics
TruckSkin

|

EMAIL OR FAX

|

877-288-8341

finalmile@jbhunt.com
www.lasvegasmarket.com
623-931-6500
cs@buylegends.info
419-744-3285
sbuckingham@norwalkfurniture.com
201-368-6900
Giovanni.Marra@nourison.com
877-643-8824
ohiohardwoodfurnituremarket.com
909-393-4400
anthony@omnialeather.com
909-947-3771
leisa@owlee.com
888-820-4455
allen@pelicanreef.com
david@performnow.net
800-472-5242
tom@PFPnow.com
www.podium.com
855-POSH-LAV
kurt@poshandlavish.com
866-325-0015
info@profitsystems.com
800-222-5267
jeana@servicelamp.com
217-268-4504
kkauffman@simplyamish.com
00-723-0316
tkonetzny@southbayinternational.com
888-478-6747
sales@storis.com
844-228-1688
synchronybusiness.com/furniture
TD Complete.com
866-729-7072 ext 3603 TDRCS.com/furnitureworld
561-665-8105
lthiessen@twinstarhome.com
877-866-7546
joe@truckskin.com
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Another Performance Tip From David McMahon

PerformNOW—for retailers focused on continuous improvement
"One way to increase gross margin is to do markdowns and markups simultaneously. Both
best-sellers and dogs are ripe for opportunity. Taking bigger markdowns to turn stagnant
merchandise faster while getting more for top items will make for a more productive showroom.
Using this type of measured approach leads to faster turns and higher margin dollars."
• Financial Performance Consulting: Remote, Onsite, and Offsite options
• Performance Groups: Owners, Sales Managers & Operations
Virtual and In-person meetings
We are here to help. Contact
• Business Reviews and Performance Coaching
David & Wayne McMahon Today
• Systems and Process Enhancement
• Performance-based Accounting

Web: https://performnow.net • Email: david@performnow.net
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